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Abstract

Background: Rigid image coregistration is an established technique that allows spa-

tial aligning. However, rigid fusion is prone to deformation of the imaged anatomies.

In this work, a novel fully automated elastic image registration method is evaluated.

Methods: Cervical CT and MRI data of 10 patients were evaluated. The MRI was

acquired with the patient in neutral, flexed, and rotated head position. Vertebrawise

rigid fusions were performed to transfer bony landmarks for each vertebra from the

CT to the MRI space serving as a reference.

Results: Elastic fusion of 3D MRI data showed the highest image registration accu-

racy (target registration error of 3.26 mm with 95% confidence). Further, an elastic

fusion of 2D axial MRI data (<4.75 mm with 95% c.) was more reliable than for 2D

sagittal sequences (<6.02 mm with 95% c.).

Conclusions: The novel method enables elastic MRI‐to‐CT image coregistration for

cervical indications with changes of the head position.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Different medical imaging modalities have been developed so far pro-

viding complementary diagnostic or therapeutic information. Combin-

ing various imaging modalities facilitates comparison and

interpretation of images acquired at different time points, where the

patient's anatomy might have been subjected to positional alterna-

tions.1-3 Nowadays, more complex intervention approaches and

increased economic pressure have encouraged the need for sophisti-

cated image processing technology.4

Image coregistration, introduced about two decades ago, allows

the determination of the spatial transformations or mappings in one

image that corresponds to the same structure in another image,

resulting in the merging of images based on the relations.5 For

instance, image coregistration helps to transfer the surgical plan's
91. wileyonlinelib
coordinate system to that of the operating room by spatial matching

the preoperative and intraoperative images, thereby allowing the sur-

geon to precisely plan the surgical trajectory while preserving the vul-

nerable neighboring anatomy.6 So far, this method has been employed

in many medical fields such as neurosurgery, ENT, skull base surgery,

and radiotherapy, showing clinical benefit compared with procedures

without application of any image coregistration.7-13

MRI and CT are the most frequently used modalities to obtain pre-

operative imaging data for spinal surgeries. While MRI provides high

soft tissue contrast, CT allows high‐resolution imaging of bony struc-

tures.3 The current standard approach to fuse MRI and CT images is

given by linear, rigid image coregistration (or “rigid image fusion”),

which allows alignment of images with six degrees of freedom (DOF;

translation and rotation along x, y, z directions). Spatial alignment

between the fused images is maximized based on the employed
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similarity criteria (eg, mutual information or correlation coefficient

metrics), enabling a multimodal comparison of superimposed images.1

This approach, however, requires that imaged anatomies remain

unchanged in their spatial dimensions.

Initial efforts on medical imaging were focused on rigid registration

of brain images given that scarce change happens in brain position or

shape between short periods of data acquisition, where rigid registra-

tion could successfully calculate shear and scaling discrepancies in

images. The challenge happens where employing this method to

organs that lack such rigid structures where images would be sub-

jected to not only global but also local nonrigid deformities. In this

case, employing a hybrid registration seems inevitable when transla-

tions and rotations have to be corrected by a preliminary registration

before correcting nonlinear deformities. Elastic registration could be

employed when dealing with patient movement, change of the anat-

omy over time, or deformities caused by injection of contrast agents.

This method corrects local nonlinear deformities using localized image

stretching.14,15 Nonlinear, nonrigid image coregistration techniques

account for nonrigid morphological inconsistencies between the dif-

ferent datasets and are based on the determination of a “deformation

vector” for each image voxel so that the 3D deformation vector field

maximizes the similarity between the fused images.16 Studies have

suggested that elastic image fusion reduces the image registration

error in comparison with rigid transformation.17 Because of the flexi-

bility of the spine, it is potential to movements during the imaging pro-

cess, limiting the reproducibility of patient positioning and thus the

imaging of same anatomies and their spatial relations during multiple

sessions.18,19 As a previous solution, in a study carried out by

Klabbers, it was reported that rigid registration of PET‐CT with immo-

bilization could reduce the mean translation error.20 Although this

technique might not be applicable in all surgical situations where rigid

image registration cannot compensate for complex spatial dynamics.

The aim of the present study is to assess the reliability of a novel,

commercially available elastic image coregistration method (Elements

Spine Curvature Correction, Brainlab AG, Germany) for cervical MRI‐

CT image data showing significant positional changes between the

scans. The proposed method is designed to compensate for changes

of the spine curvature by considering the rigidity of vertebral bodies

and the natural flexibility of the intervertebral discs. The image regis-

tration accuracy for rigid and elastic image fusion was retrospectively

measured by landmark‐based quantitative evaluation. It was hypothe-

sized that the proposed method enables elastic image coregistration

with registration accuracy in the range of the spatial image resolution,

and therefore may represent a reliable tool for cervical spine surgeries.
2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Imaging studies

After approval by the local ethics committee (reg no.: PV4928) and

receiving the written consent of each patient, CT and MRI data of

10 subjects were retrospectively analyzed in this study. MRI imaging
was performed on patients who have undergone CT imaging of the

head and neck region for diagnostic purposes independently of the

study. All patients were scanned preoperatively suffering from cancer

of the head and neck region. The CT scans were acquired by using a

standard clinical CT device (Philips Brilliance 64, Philips, Best, the

Netherlands) with the field of view (FOV) adjusted to cover the whole

body along the entire cervical spine as well as parts of the superior

thoracic spine (depended on the clinical indication). The MRI protocol

was conducted on a clinical whole‐body 3‐T MRI scanner (Philips

Ingenia, Philips, Best, the Netherlands) and included 3D T1‐weighted

(T1w), 2D axial T1w, T2w, fat‐suppressed, 2D sagittal T1w, T2w, and

fat‐suppressed MRI (details are given in Table 1). Repetitive applica-

tion of this protocol with the patient in neutral, flexed, and rotated

head position was carried out in order to induce maximum transla-

tional and rotational displacements of cervical and thoracic vertebrae

relative to each other. Overall, N = 210 CT‐MR fusion pairs were

investigated in this study (by evaluating 3 head positions × 7 MRI

scans × 10 patients).

2.2 | Elastic image fusion

The basic idea of the proposed method (Elements Spine Curvature

Correction, Brainlab AG, Germany) is to automatically calculate indi-

vidual rigid image coregistration for each vertebra and, afterwards,

to determine a single 3D deformation field that matches all vertebrae

in the fused images at the same time. To this end, the software trig-

gers the automatic image segmentation of the (preoperative) CT scan

provided by a synthetic tissue model (US patents US9639938,

US9704243), which, thereby, yields the location of the n imaged ver-

tebrae in the CT scan.19 Thereafter, a region of interest (ROI) is

defined for each localized vertebra in which a rigid image

coregistration between the CT and MR images will be performed using

mutual information (MI)–based rigid fusion algorithm.20

A starting point for the algorithm serves a manual prealignment of

the datasets via the GU of the proposed software (shown in Figure 1,

left). This initial rigid registration is subsequently used to find the ver-

tebra that served for the prealignment (by comparing the results of the

input rigid fusion with those determined for ROI corresponding to a

specific vertebra). The corresponding vertebrae‐specific rigid registra-

tion is further used to iteratively calculate the rigid fusions of the

superiorly and inferiorly neighbored vertebrae, but taking the result

of previous ROIs into account (by constraining translational and rota-

tional differences between neighbored vertebrae). The result of this

process is n vertebra‐specific rigid registrations, which are used to

determine a 3D deformation field by interpolating between the seg-

mented and rigidly registered vertebrae (Figure 1, right).

2.3 | Registration accuracy measurement

In order to assess the image registration accuracy of the proposed

method, n vertebra‐specific prealignments of each MR‐CT data pair

and, thus, a broad range of vertebrae displacements for different

MRI sequences were used to measure the image registration accuracy



ABLE 1 MRI sequence protocol specifications

Sequencea Acquisition Type In‐Plane Resolution, mm Slice Distance, mm Number of Slices TE, ms TR, ms

T1W 3D 3D 0.34 × 0.34 1.0 200 2.3 10

T1W AX 2D axial 0.65 × 0.65 2.5 65 18 637

T2W AX 2D axial 0.56 × 0.56 2.5 65 80 2924

FS T2W AX 2D axial 0.56 × 0.56 2.5 65 80 2924

T1W SAG 2D sagittal 0.56 × 0.56 2.5 35 18 523

T2W SAG 2D sagittal 0.37 × 0.37 2.5 35 80 2500

FS T2W SAG 2D sagittal 0.37 × 0.37 2.5 35 80 2500

bbreviations: TE, echo time; TR, repetition time.

Sequence names refer toT1‐weighted 3D [T1W 3D], axial T1‐w [T1W AX], axial T2‐w [T2W AX], axial fat‐suppressed T2‐w [FS T2W AX], sagittal T1‐w [T1W

AG], sagittal T2‐w [T2W SAG], sagittal fat‐suppressed T2‐w MRI [FS T2W SAG].

IGURE 1 Software visualization and graphical user interface of Elements Spine Curvature Correction (Image Fusion 3.0, Brainlab AG, Germany)
asically, providing two image coregistration verification modes for superimposed datasets: the amber blue blending (large figures) and the
pyglass tool (small figures), which both can be used to evaluate rigidly fused (left) and elastically deformed images (right). After elastic image
usion, all vertebrae show a high spatial correlation, which was achieved via nonrigid deformation of the intervertebral discs (indicated by the red
olor–coded deformation grid)

IGURE 2 Schematic illustration of the quantitative evaluation pathway based on anatomical landmarks, which are transferred from the
eference (CT) image space to the target image space (MRI). Afterwards, the coordinates between rigidly and elastically landmarks are
valuated, ie, by determining their Euclidean distances, which quantifies by the target registration error (TRE) and provides assessment of the
patial correlation between the fused images after elastic image registration
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in this study. Therefore, Euclidean distance measurements between

rigidly and elastically fused anatomical landmarks were performed,

where m landmarks related to bony anatomies were manually defined

in the CT images (with m ≫ n) and afterwards—for each vertebra—

separately transferred to each individual MRI scan by means of

vertebra‐specific ROI‐based rigid fusions (Figure 2). Landmarks that

correspond to the vertebra that served for the ROI‐based fusion were

tagged for reference accordingly. Landmarks related to other verte-

brae were transferred as well and used to calculate n × m target regis-

tration errors (TREs) by calculating the Euclidian distance between

reference landmarks and rigidly (TRErigid) or elastically transferred

landmarks (TREelastic). Thereby, n ROI‐based rigid fusions were used

as initial prealignment and thus as input for the elastic fusion algo-

rithm. In total, 2204 elastic fusions were performed and evaluated in

this study by using an automated postprocessing pipeline. Based on

these data, the following analyses were performed:

(A) Artifact detection and data clustering based on descriptive

TREelastic vs TRErigid analysis of individual fusion pairs.
FIGURE 3 Study protocol presented as a flowchart

FIGURE 4 Logarithmic plots of TREelastic as function of initial landmark dis
patients. Top, middle, and bottom row for each target image space refers
respectively
(B) Box plot analysis of TREelastic as a function of the initial

prealignment.

(C) Histogram analysis of TREelastic for different MRI contrasts and

spatial sampling schemes.

Figure 3 provides a more visualized glance of the study procedure

in a flowchart.
3 | RESULTS

The meanTRErigid value (averaged across subjects, n repetitions and m

landmarks), eg, for 3D MRI data, was found to be 7.12 mm (median:

3.62 mm; Q95: 26.1 mm). Other MRI sequences showed similar

values. Based on this data, different analyses were performed:

(A) First, in order to detect artifacts and cluster the data accordingly,

the determined TREelastic values were plotted separately for dif-

ferent MRI sequences and head positions as a function of TRErigid
placement given by TRErigid. The color coding corresponds to different
to data acquired in neutral, flexed, and rotated head position,



TABLE 2 Target registration error (TRE) for rigid and elastic fusion
for different MRI protocols after application of the exclusion criterion

Sequence
Mean
TRErigid (SD)

Mean
TREelastic (SD)

Median
TREelastic

95% Quantile
TREelastic

T1W 3D 4.68 (6.15) 0.91 (2.55) 0.35 3.26

T1W AX 4.94 (5.78) 1.77 (2.85) 1.12 4.75

T2W AX 4.90 (6.09) 1.25 (2.43) 0.66 3.88

FS T2W AX 4.74 (5.43) 1.35 (2.56) 0.60 4.42

T1W SAG 6.16 (6.88) 2.23 (2.91) 1.34 6.02

T2W SAG 6.00 (7.50) 1.80 (2.98) 1.10 4.71

FS T2W SAG 5.30 (6.46) 1.49 (2.88) 0.66 5.11

All values given in millimeter. Exclusion criterion: exclusion of image regis-

tration results that were obtained based on the two outermost starting

vertebrae and showing a mean registration of error > 2 cm as described

in the text.
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(Figure 4). It can be seen that a wide range of postural offsets was

investigated (0‐130 mm) with the highest TRErigid values for

rotated head positions. After elastic fusion, the majority of land-

marks are located below the line of identity (dashed line), which

indicates a reduced mean Euclidian distance because of elastic

image registration (TREelastic < TRErigid). The TREelastic values are

mainly distributed between 0 and 10 mm, while higher TREelastic

values, such as above the line of identity, are mainly related to

high TRErigid values and correspond to the same patient (same

color coding). The latter indicates that registration artifacts are

related to particular elastic fusions and thus to specific inputs.

(B) In order to investigate associations between the registration accu-

racy and specific inputs, such as defined by the initial

prealignment and MR image properties (contrast, resolution, etc),

mean TREelastic (averaged across m landmarks) were analyzed by

using box plots for each MRI scan, with each as a function of

the employed starting point (ie, vertebra used for prealignment).

The results showed similar behavior across the examined MRI

submodalities, with higher mean TREelastic values for

prealignments using outermost vertebrae as an anatomical refer-

ence (Figure 5). In particular, atlas (corresponds to C0 at our

study) and C1 as well as T3 and T4 as starting vertebra revealed

higher susceptibility to image registration artifacts using the pro-

posed method, eg, resulting in increased interquartile distances.

Elastic image registration based on prealignment of centrally

imaged vertebrae (C2‐T2) provided mean image registration

errors below 3 mm (below the red dashed line). In essence, the

attached figures support the finding that the image registration

accuracy is mainly independent of the preadjustment as long as

none of the outermost vertebrae is chosen for the initial

adjustment.

(C) To account for significant image artifacts, eg, because of inappro-

priate initial adjustments, an exclusion criterion was introduced,

which allows excluding the corrupt results from further data anal-

ysis. Thereby, elastic image registrations such as based on the two
IGURE 5 Box plots of the mean target registration error (TRE values given in mm; using logarithmic y‐axis scaling) as function of the starting
ertebra. Using atlas (C0 corresponds to atlas) and C1 as well as T3 and T4 yields highest TRE values, while the other vertebrae typically reveal
F
v

mean TREs below 3 mm (red dashed line)
outermost vertebrae serving as starting vertebra and/or which

showed a mean TREelastic > 2 cm were excluded. It is presumed

that the user intuitively performs manual prealignment based on

centrally imaged vertebrae and detects obvious image registration

artifacts (the latter was successfully verified by a survey of users),

respectively. After applying this exclusion criterion, 1274 (of

total = 2204) elastic fusions were considered for further analysis,

while the mean TRErigid value for 3D MRI data decreased from

7.12 to 4.68 mm compared with nonfiltered data (as analyzed in

sections A and B).

The results for filtered data are given in Table 2. It is shown that

elastic image registration of cervical MRI and CT data is feasible with

a median TREelastic below 1.34 mm considering 3D and 2D

axial/sagittal MRI data, while fusion of T1w 3D MRI yields highest

image registration accuracy with TREelastic values below 3.26 mm with

95% confidence. Elastic image registration of axial T1w, T2w, and fat‐

suppressed T2w MRI data generally yielded lower mean and median
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TREelastic values than the fusion of the correspondingly acquired sagit-

tal MRI scans. Also, an impact of the MRI contrast can be seen, where

for instance T1w 2D MRI shows lower image registration accuracy

than T2w and fat‐suppressed T2w MRI (for axial and sagittal

sequences).
4 | DISCUSSION

The present study examines the image (co)registration accuracy of a

novel semielastic image fusion method applied to retrospective cervi-

cal CT and MR image data clinically acquired in 10 patients while

attempting to compensate for postural changes provoked by head

flexion and head rotation within the MRI study. It has been shown that

the proposed method provides reliable results with median TREs

below 1.34 mm for different MRI protocols. Each individual rigid

fusion for different head positions and each vertebra was evaluated

and only highly accurate fusions were considered for further analysis.

For this process, 3D T1w MRI data were used since it provides the

highest spatial resolution and therefore allows the most reliable verifi-

cation of the fusion. Accurate fusions were also applied to other MRI

scans and evaluated afterwards anyway (to check for motion between

the scans acquired during one particular head position).21,22 In general,

registration artifacts were primarily associated to specific input

settings, such as when using outermost vertebrae (ie, atlas, C1, T3,

and T4) as an anatomical reference for defining an initial (rigid)

prealignment between the CT and MRI scan. This might be attributed

to significant shifts of the spinal anatomies between both scans and to

algorithmic constraints that limit the maximum translational and rota-

tional compensation of rigidly morphed vertebrae and implies that

the user needs to provide a good manual adjustment via the graphical

user interface of the software prior to the elastic fusion calculation.

Practically, as shown by initial analysis, user‐defined initializations

leading to significant elastic fusion errors of above 3 mm, on average

(Figure 5), are mainly caused by severe registration artifacts with

errors of above 1 cm, on average for individual fusion results. Such

registration artifacts are principally clearly visible by the surgeon

(as indicated by a survey of potential users) and thus might be

discarded. Also, aligning outermost vertebrae is often associated with

local lesions in these areas (ie, skull base or thoracic spine), where an

elastic fusion of the entire cervical spine may not deem clinically nec-

essary. Furthermore, and in concordance with other studies, higher

registration accuracies were found for elastic fusion of 3D MRI data

rather than using 2D MRIs, which might be explained by larger slice

distances in 2D MRI and thus to higher (and more isotropic) spatial

resolution in 3D MRI.3,20,23 In addition, in this study, it was found that

the registration accuracy of the proposed method is higher for axial

than for sagittal MRI scans (Table 2). This might be related to higher

slice coverage in axial scans and thus to incorporation of more extrap-

olated anatomical elements during the elastic fusion process of axial

images compared with sagittal scans.3 Nevertheless, mean TRE for

3D and 2D MRI sequences with mean target registration errors of

0.91 mm and below 2.23 mm for T1w 3D and 2D (sagittal) MRI data
are both below corresponding through‐plan resolutions of 1 and

2.5 mm, respectively, which inherently limits the fusion accuracy as

shown previously. For 2D MRI, however, the employed MRI contrast

(T1‐ and T2‐weighed as well as fat‐suppressed MRI) showed a major

effect on the image registration accuracy, where T1‐weighting yielded

the highest meanTRE for axial (1.77) and sagittal protocols (2.23 mm).

T2‐weighted fat and nonsuppressed protocols showed a mean TRE of

1.25 and 1.35 mm for axial and 1.80 and 1.49 mm for sagittal MRI data.

The highest TREs for T1‐weighted are potentially related to lower

image contrast between vertebra and intervertebral discs in T1w MRI

than in T2w MRI. Nevertheless, the reported values in this study indi-

cate higher fusion accuracy than typically observed previously.24-26

In order to evaluate the registration accuracy of the proposed

method, a MI‐based rigid image registration functionality served as

reference, which was used to separately transfer landmarks for each

vertebrae from the CT image space to the different MRI paces (using

the segmented vertebra volume to define a cubic ROI in the CT space

in which the fusion is performed). Thereby, manual determination of

identical anatomic landmarks and therefore the imminent irreproduc-

ibility of the results were avoided in this study. Another limitation of

this study might be related to bulk motion artifacts in MRI intrinsically

reducing the image and thus coregistration quality. In this study—

although an extensive MRI protocol was applied—no significant

motion‐induced artifacts occurred in the MRI data.27

The radiologic evaluations of the patients with scoliosis pose serious

challenges because of some substantial differences; for instance, the CT

often has to be taken in standing position that makes the patient more

prone to unwanted movements that could introduce significant obsta-

cles to image registration.28 The body of the literature on the application

of image registration for spinal surgery is not comparable with those

concerning other fields of medicine, and they have been performed on

cadavers, which, regarding the different and more feasible workflow

of the imaging and assessment process, might not be completely gener-

alizable and applicablewhen dealtwith patients, yetmany of these stud-

ies yield greater errors than that of achieved by the present study.29

In summary, this work thoroughly examines image registration

accuracy of a novel semielastic image coregistration method by

assessing cervical CT and MRI data obtained in a representative

cohort of patients. Thereby, reliable results were shown with mean

target registration errors below 0.91 and 2.23 mm for 3D and 2D

MRI data, respectively. Since the cervical spine is the most flexible part

of the spine, and thus shows the highest translational and rotational

displacements of the vertebrae relative to each other, this experimen-

tal setup provides comprehensive assessment of the method, which is

thought to compensate for postural changes in multimodal and follow‐

up imaging studies. Future studies are required in order to determine

the image registration accuracy in other parts of the spine and soft tis-

sue anatomies, as well as for alternate clinical indications and varying

MRI protocols.
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